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Summary:
A four year old girl was diagnosed as a case of mid muscular Ventricular Septal Defect (VSD) since early infancy. She had history of failure to thrive (FTT) and recurrent chest infection or pneumonia. As her pulmonary artery pressure was almost normal she was planned for device closure on elective basis once device and technology would be available in cardiac centre of combined Military Hospital (CMH) Dhaka. Finally it was done on 21st August 2005 and patient was discharged after 72 hours observation period. Echocardiography on next morning showed complete occlusion of defect with no residual shunt.


Introduction:
Ventricular Septal defect (VSD) is the most commonly encountered lesion reported in most cardiac centres. The incidence of VSD in all live birth is approximately 1.5 to 3.5 per 1000 term infants and 4.5 to 7 per thousands premature infants. The lower prevalence in adults with congenital heart disease is in large part due to spontaneous closure of many Defects. Surgical treatment of haemodynamically significant VSD’s has long been established. Transcatheter closure of muscular ventricular septal defects was first attempted on a compassionate basis using the larger Rashkind occluding device. Though device closure of Atrial Septal Defect (ASD) and Patents ductus arteiosus (PDA) has wide acceptance, transcatheter closure of VSD remains challenging and controversial. It is being available in a small number of centres world wide. Cardiac centre of combined military hospital is a pioneer for all kinds of intervention in newborn and children and first ever case of VSD device closure in Bangladesh was done here with good result which led writing this report.

Case Report:
Miss T, a seven year old girl was diagnosed as a case of Ventricular Septal Defect (VSD), midmuscular type since early infancy. She had history of recurrent respiratory tract infection with failure to thrive. She had hospital admission with pneumonia several times in the past. She was on medical management and follow up evaluation with CXR, electrocardiography and echocardiography and colour doppler was repeated at 3 monthly interval. Her last follow up reports on July 2005 were as follows: ECG showed sinus rythm with left ventricular forces, CXR showed mild cardiomegaly and echocardiography showed a 6 mm size midmuscular VSD with normal pulmonary artery pressure. As VSD size was not decreasing and patient was not gaining weight, she was planned for VSD device closure which was performed on 21st August 2005 on elective basis.

Equipments required
1. Muscular VSD device
2. VSD device delivery system with sheath.
3. Terumo exchange wire
4. Arterial and venous sheath
5. JR catheter
6. Pigtail catheter
7. Snare catheter
8. Echocardiography machine with TFE probe.

Procedure: A 6F sheath was introduced in right Jugular vein, 5F sheath to right femoral vein and 4F sheath to left femoral vein and artery. A pigtail
angiogram of left ventricle (LV) was performed to see the size of VSD. A JR 4 catheter was passed from RFA to LV and VSD was crossed with Terumo wire and JR catheter. Terumo wire was then placed to main pulmonary artery (MPA) and snared with a snare catheter passed through right Jugular vein to MPA. Terumo wire was then withdrawn through right Jugular vein with the help of snare. A long trans septal sheath of 7F size was then forwarded over terumo guide to RA to RV to LVA VSD mid muscular device of 8x6 mm size was then loaded in the loader with the help of delivery cable. The loader was then attached to long sheath and cable forwarded through the sheath to LV. LV disc was released under TFE and flouroscopy guide. Delivery cable was then withdrawn to RV along with sheath and RV disc was released. A pigtail angiogram of LV was done to confirm complete closure. Sheath and pigtail was then removed. Patient was heparinized during procedure and Inj. Cefuroxime 15 mg/kg body weight IV was given after deployment of device. Cefuroxime was repeated at 8 hourly interval for 24 hours. Echocardiography repeated on next morning showed no residual shunt. Patient was discharged 3 days after the procedure. Follow up appointment was given at 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, months and yearly thereafter.

Discussion:
The earliest interventional procedure to be applied in the catheterization laboratory was balloon atrial septostomy. Shortly thereafter, non surgical closure of a PDA was achieved and within ten years ASD had
been closed successfully with catheter device in animals. Non surgical closure of VSD is much less well accepted and can only be regarded as an option for very selected cases, and available only in a few centres worldwide. The procedure for VSD was first attempted by lock et al in 1988 and devices originally designed for the closure of other intracardiac defects (Rashkind umbrella device, lock clamshell, cordioseal, coils, Sideris buttoned devices etc.) were used with a variable success rate and residual shunt. Recently Amplatzer VSD Occluder and Sideris device are in use. The Amplatzer VSD occluder (muscular) has been undergoing clinical trial since 1988 after the animal experiments had shown 100% occlusion and complete endothelization at 3 months. In our case we used Amplatzer muscular VSD occluder. No residual shunt was noticed after implatation.

To evaluate the feasibility, safety and efficacy of transcatheter closure of VSD, many studies were conducted. A study conducted on dog in Azabu university, Japan using coils for perimembranous VSD showed minimal residual shunting after implantation. Another study conducted on ten patient with Amplatzer muscular occluder in Sao Paulo, Brazil proved this device feasible, safe and effective. Immediate and intermediate term follow up was analyzed in many studies and transcatheter closure of VSD was proved effective in selected cases of VSD’s. Infants requiring operative Interventions with muscular VSD’S are difficult to manage and have an increased mortality and morbidity.

In some centres hydride procedures are practiced where the heart is exposed surgically to puncture directly and then intervention is performed. The opening in the ventricular wall then closed surgically.

Intraoperative VSD device placement could avoid ventriculotomy, division of intracardiac muscle bands, and is ideal for the neonate or infant.
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